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MENTAL HEALTH IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

A ‘wicked’ problem

Stigma as a key concern

Regional settings and resources sector: high levels of social isolation

State Government mental health strategy

Arts participation at the community level as an adaptive response



FIVE PROJECT GOALS AND DESIGN

Core goal to address stigma through participatory arts

Address social isolation through dialogue around complex issues

Facilitate whole-of-community and targeted projects

Engage experienced community artists working with a range of art forms and 
approaches

Five communities: Busselton, Geraldton, Derby, Paraburdoo and Esperance



ENGAGING FIFO PARTNERS AND FAMILIES IN BUSSELTON



CAPTURING STORIES OF BELONGING IN DERBY



WHOLE-OF-COMMUNITY WORKSHOPS IN GERALDTON



EXHIBITION AND CELEBRATION IN GERALDTON



Fly-in-fly-out workers

Taking CACD into the resources sector

Rio Tinto: Pilbara operations, mental health strategy, MOU with WA Mental 
Health Commission

Push the boundaries of community arts practice and Australian public 
sculpture

ART, MINING AND WORKING LIFE



PARABURDOO: CACD IN A MINING COMMUNITY

Paraburdoo developed in the 1970s to support Rio Tinto’s mining operations

A population of approximately 1,600 with a fly-in-fly-out workforce of around 2,500

Artist Alex Mickle: blast forming and innovation in public sculpture

Craig Walsh: digital stories of belonging

Rio Tinto Management: access and buy-in

The Men’s Shed: re-activating a community space

450 participated in sculpture development and construction



PARABURDOO: PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES

“How do you turn a bunch of miners into a bunch of sculptors?”
‐‐ ARTIST, ALEX MICKLE

Use those same processes used to extract iron ore at the Paraburdoo mine 
to create the sculpture itself.

Make use of many of the skills and processes that already exist on that 
mine site.

Involve many different work crews,  teams from environment, safety, 
maintenance, engineering, logistics, earth movers/drivers and blast crews.



DIGITAL PORTRAITS WITH ARTIST CRAIG WALSH



ENGAGEMENT & INNOVATION



USING BLAST FORMING TO CREATE ART 



RE-ACTIVATING THE PARA MEN’S SHED



LEAVING A LEGACY: MINING AND BEYOND



EVALUATING SOCIAL IMPACT

Frameworks aimed to understand complex problems

Complex Adaptive Systems

Five Ways To Wellbeing (New Economics Foundation):
Connect, be active, take notice, keep learning, give

Continuum of Impact (Animating Democracy):
From personal awareness TO policy change

Pluralistic approach: interviews, surveys, Most Significant Change technique



FIVE WAYS TO WELLBEING (WWW.NEWECONOMICS.ORG)



CONTINUUM OF IMPACT (WWW.ANIMATINGDEMOCRACY.ORG)



STATS AND STORIES

Overall highest ranked Way to Wellbeing: ‘connected belonging’  (87.5%)

Overall highest ranked benefit: ‘being inspired to be creative’ (56.0%)

Paraburdoo highest ranked Way to Wellbeing: ‘connecting’ (86.7%)

Paraburdoo highest ranked benefit (digital portraits project): ‘getting involved in 
community’ (68.1%)

Paraburdoo highest ranked benefit (sculpture project): ‘increased capacity for Rio Tinto 
to understand, support and implement mental health strategies’ (58.9%)

Paraburdoo second ranked benefit (sculpture project): ‘developing an identity in the 
community’ (59.0%)



STATS AND STORIES

In what ways do you think FIVE Paraburdoo has made a difference? (digital 
project and sculpture)
Mapped on Animating Democracy’s Continuum of Impact framework:

People talk more about mental health (improved communication & discussion) 64.3%

People can change their working and living conditions (supportive places & policies) 60.7%

People know more about mental health (improved awareness & understanding) 57.1%

People think and feel differently about mental health (shifting attitudes & values) 50.0%



STATS AND STORIES

When I first started on FIVE I thought success was having a big sculpture, massive and lasting, 
leaving its mark on Paraburdoo forever. Now it’s almost like the artwork is a by-product of the 
process, which is making it. The biggest success I can see is the community engagement. Getting 
people together and connecting (Participant, Paraburdoo).

The opportunity to get involved in something like [FIVE], it just reminded me of all that I had 
missed. Bringing together a whole bunch of people, bringing their ideas into something much 
larger, but telling parts of the same story. So, yeah, I got that and I latched right onto that…the 
tremendous value of getting people together and participating in art (Participant, Geraldton).

As I said I have never been involved in anything like that before. I would have never of thought of it 
and I didn’t expect to get so wrapped up in it. I was waking up and looking forward to going to it 
each day. The suitcase exhibition was something extraordinary for me. I am now more involved 
into the Busselton community (Participant, Busselton).



BROADER PUBLIC AWARENESS:MEDIA COVERAGE



WIDE MEDIA COVERAGE



MAKING MEANING: CACD AND POLICY

In telling our stories, we identify what is important to us. By listening to the stories of 
others, we find out what is important to them; and by listening and telling together, we 
have the possibility of creating a clearer sense of what our community is and what our 
collective priorities are ... we can take those stories and help craft our way to the future 
(Artist).

Mechanism of CACD: ‘connecting in a creative space’ and ‘wellbeing through self-expression’
Capacity of CACD to have an impact on mental health by bringing together:

a participant’s personal domain (knowledge, beliefs and attitudes)
the domain of arts practice (experimentation, inquiry and expression)
the domain of consequences (outcomes achieved)
the external domain (information and support from others).

Policy Recommendation: attention to remote, regional and resources communities; robust 
mechanism for change through cross-government arts and health collaboration



WE LEAVE SIGNIFICANT ART BEHIND 




